Abstract. For data collected with the CDF Run II detector, measurements of the charm and bottom production cross-sections are presented. The results are based both on large samples of fully reconstructed hadron decay products of charm and bottom made available by the tracking triggers and on a calorimeter jet triggered sample tagged by the presence of a secondary vertex. The experimental data are compared with theoretical predictions from recent next-to-leading order (NLO) QCD calculations.
The CDF Run I measurements [1] of the b-quark production cross-section compared with next-to-leading order (NLO) QCD theoretical predictions [2, 3] yielded a ratio Data/T heory = 2.9 ± 0.2(stat ⊕ syst p T ) ± 0.4(syst f c ) (see [1] for details). The apparent excess in the data over theoretical expectations had been established. The controversy has been subsequently re-examined by experimental and theoretical parties. The upgraded CDF and D0 detectors at the Tevatron entered the Run II data-taking period. A dramatic theoretical advance also occurred: a new theoretical technique was developed [3, 4, 5] , which implemented a re-summation at the next-to-leading-log (NLL) level. The formalism was applied both to a fixed order perturbative calculation and to extraction of the non-perturbative part of the fragmentation function from previous experimental LEP data [6, 7] . As a result a Data/T heory ratio (still for the CDF Run I data) was decreased from 2.9 to 1.7 ± 0.5(exp) ± 0.5(theory) [1, 5] .
The upgraded tracking of the CDF II detector provided an excellent opportunity for heavy-quark physics measurements. The fine track impact parameter (d 0 ) resolution of the CDF silicon tracker SVX-II made it possible to implement a new displaced track trigger selecting events with a pair of high p T and large d 0 tracks. This trigger yielded a large data sample dominated by charm states decaying through hadron modes including Figure 2 where it is compared with FONLL calculations [11] . The integrated total cross-section was found to be
Heavy quark jets are good observables as their experimental energy spectra do not depend on knowledge of heavy-quark fragmentation functions, contrary to the cases discussed above. The systematics due to decay properties of heavy hadrons are reduced as well. The predictions of NLO models are expected to be more precise and less sensitive as collinear gluons causing large log-s are counted in jet cones. The CDF II b-jet cross section measurements are made with a ∼ 300 pb −1 data sample triggered by inclusive jet triggers based on the CDF II calorimeters. The b-jet production study extends the p T reach beyond the [1.25, 25] GeV/c range accessible with final heavy hadron modes. The central jets of rapidity range |Y jet | < 0.7 are reconstructed in Y-φ space using a cone-based iterative MidPoint algorithm [12] with a cone radius R cone = 0.7. The hadronic energy scale of the jets is corrected and unfolded to the hadron particle level using Monte Carlo (MC) data samples. Additional correction is applied for ambient energy flow into the jet cone due to the underlying event. As b-quark decay [13] ) with parton distribution function (PDF) of version CTEQ6M is shown in Figure 3 . The statistical and systematic errors on the last bins are dominated by the error on the b-tagged jets fraction. One of the main systematic error contributions comes from the jet energy scale.
In conclusion, CDF II has measured inclusive production cross-sections in the central rapidity region at 
